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Sonali paired a soft blue satin top with lace details with a shimmery blue
blazer lined in black sequin. She teamed her look with a pair of trousers of
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Esha’s chiffon saree came intricately detailed in red, green and black floral
patterns. She paired it with a midriff-baring golden sequined sleeveless
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Kubbra Sait treated her Instagram family of more than four lakh with jaw-
dropping photos of herself in a gorgeous yellow embroidered salwar set.

read more
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RELATIONSHIPS

A woman's experience during childbirth has a significant impact on her
mental and physical health but what was supposed to be a natural, joyful
experience for a woman has become a dreadful medical event due to the
current healthcare system. Here's when and why midwifery comes handy

Are you pregnant? Here's why health experts suggest opting for a midwife
support (Photo by 东旭 王 on Unsplash)

Updated on Apr 06, 2022 03:54 PM IST

Are you pregnant? Here's why health experts suggest
opting for a midwife support

By Zarafshan Shiraz, Delhi

According to the World Health Organization, midwifery is a skilled,
knowledgeable and compassionate care for childbearing women, newborn
infants and families across the continuum from pre-pregnancy, pregnancy,
birth, postpartum and the early weeks of life. It plays a “vital” role in
shaping and delivering effective interventions to meet the needs of
patients, families and communities with their quality of their initial
assessment, care and treatment.

Advertisement

In an interview with HT Lifestyle, Dr Evita Fernandez, Chairperson of
Fernandez Foundation pointed out how research indicates that a woman's
experience during childbirth has a significant impact on her mental and
physical health but the current healthcare system has medicalised
pregnancy and birthing. She shared, “What was supposed to be a natural,
joyful experience for a woman has become a dreadful medical event.”

Dr Evita Fernandez highlighted, “Midwifery-led care aims to provide
constant emotional and psychological support to women during and even
after childbirth. Midwives create an environment of empowerment and
knowledge for women to labour and birth with confidence. Midwifery care
supports women with their birth choices, thus ensuring the experience is
joyous and positive. Even if a woman needs a C-section, she still feels
positive about her birth because she was heard and supported.”
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Adding to the list of pros, Indie Kaur, Director of Midwifery Services at
Fernandez Foundation, revealed, “Midwives are much more aware that a
woman's mental and emotional health is as important as her physical
health. It's natural for women to feel like they're not themselves during
pregnancy or after birth due to fluctuating hormones, changes in their
bodies and transition to motherhood. In such a case, a midwife supports
women by guiding them on how to take care of their health, nutrition, and
mental wellbeing throughout the pregnancy. A midwife acts as a guide,
advocate and companion to pregnant women, resulting in improved
maternal-newborn outcomes.”

Asserting that the Midwifery Model of Care empowers women to be a
significant part of the decision making process in how she wants her
pregnancy to unfold and how she wants to give birth, Dr Vijaya Krishnan,
Director of The Sanctum Natural Birth Center, gushed, “Midwives look at
pregnancy and birth as an extraordinary, yet normal life event. Hence,
apart from the physical care they provide, it is their emotional,
psychological and social support in the mother's entire childbearing year,
which sees the birth of a strong confident mother who receives her baby
with love and care. High quality evidence indicates that women who
receive care in these models are more likely to have effective care,
improved clinical outcomes and a safe and satisfying birth experience.”
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Sonali Bendre’s bling pantsuit is meant to be
bookmarked

Sonali Bendre’s sartorial sense of fashion always manages to make our hearts

skip. The actor keeps dropping major cues of fashion with every snippet from

her fashion diaries. Be it ethnic attires or casual ensembles, the actor knows

how to wear an outfit and make it look better. A day back, Sonali did it again

with a fresh set of pictures.(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

Sonali, for the weekday, chose to go bling in a pantsuit for the pictures.

(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

Sonali paired a soft blue satin top with lace details with a shimmery blue blazer

lined in black sequin. She teamed her look with a pair of trousers of the same

fabric.(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

Sonali borrowed the lines from one of Pink Floyd’s song and wrote, “All in all

you're just another brick in the wall.”(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

Sonali decked up in nude eyeshadow, black eyeliner, mascara-laden eyelashes,

black kohl, drawn eyebrows, contoured cheeks and a shade of nude lipstick.

(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

Sonali’s well-dressed diaries are just too stunning. A few days back, she paired

a multicoloured blue printed top with a pair of trousers and a dupatta.

(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST

In oxidised earrings, and a diamond ring, she accessorised her look to

perfection.(Instagram/@iamsonalibendre)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 01:34 PM IST
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Dealing with infertility can be challenging for men. It is just like heartache
for them. It is not easy for a man to find a way to share what is going on in
his heart if he tends to struggle with infertility. Here's how women can be
supportive to their partners with infertility

Is your husband battling infertility? Here’s how you can be supportive (Pixabay)

Updated on Apr 18, 2022 09:28 PM IST

Is your husband battling infertility? Here’s how you can
be supportive

By Zarafshan Shiraz, Delhi

Male fertility declines with age but age does not impact male fertility in
exactly the same way as female infertility because sperm count and quality
gradually decrease as you get older. Erectile dysfunction and other health
conditions are more common in older men and can impact their fertility but
male infertility can also be caused by sexually transmitted illnesses or
infections such as chlamydia and gonorrhoea.
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Infertility affects up to 15% of couples and it’s common for women to
assume that infertility is their problem, because pregnancy occurs in the
female body but infertility affects men and women equally and is linked to
man as equally as it is to women. One in 25 men experience male fertility
and about 30% of all infertility cases are caused by a male factor and
another 30% are the result of a female factor whereas the remaining 30 –
40% of infertility instances are either a combination of male and female
infertility or the exact cause is unclear.

It can be caused by a variety of circumstances other than difficulties with
one's reproductive health. The human body is a complicated mechanism in
which each function is tightly linked to the next. For instance, several
studies have found that hypertension has a direct effect on sperm quantity,
quality, and motility. With increased levels of environmental stresses, as
well as the use of hazardous foods and drugs, researchers have seen an
increase in blood pressure and a reduction in sperm health with time.
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However, dealing with infertility can be challenging for men. It is just like
heartache for them. It is not easy for a man to find a way to share what is
going on in his heart if he tends to struggle with infertility. In an interview
with HT Lifestyle, Dr Pavan Devendra Bendale, Fertility Consultant at
Pune's Nova IVF shared how women can be supportive to their partners
with infertility. He revealed, “Men may feel and deal with their emotions in a
different manner when it comes to infertility. They will struggle in silence
with guilt, shame, and sadness, feel less of a man and can become
frustrated. Accepting infertility will be a difficult task for them.”

Suggesting that women will have to extend support and help their partners
to overcome the pain and sorrow attached to infertility, Dr Pavan Devendra
Bendale asserted that it is essential to give that much-needed love and
care to the male partners. He listed some vital strategies that can help
women to cooperate and support their partners: 

Advertisement

 Accepting the fact will be difficult for
them. So, you need to be patient even when your husband gets angry,
shouts at you, or ignores you. Give him some time to get back to normalcy.
Be cooperative and understanding instead of picking up a fight with him.

Avoid telling your husband to go
to the doctor all the time. Give him some time to relax. As a woman, you
may be in a hurry to have a baby, but take it easy for some time. Don’t be
behind your husband. He may look strong but he will be lonely and sad
within. Try not to push him for any procedures, if he is not yet ready for
them.

Advertisement

 Sperm donor IVF is a
good and doable option for conception in male infertility cases. Before
discussing this, make your partner feel loved, respect him or take the help
of a counsellor, if needed, and then start the procedure. Not being
sensitive towards him can make him feel incompetent.

It’s okay if he is not vocal about his
feelings. Men generally don’t vent out their emotions. The feelings can
come out in the form of anger. Do not argue with him and try to be gentle.

 You might want to
tell your family or friends about your suffering. But, this may not go down
well with your husband. He will be uncomfortable and may not want to
openly speak about the issues. Think about him and his state of mind.
Instead of that, observe his behaviour and try to do things that can help
him to calm down. Revive the relationship by planning a date with him.
Ensure him that nothing has changed. Join a support group with him which
can be helpful for you both.
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1. Be patient with your husband:

2. Don’t be desperate to have a baby: 

3. Be sensitive while discussing sperm donors:

4. Don’t be harsh on your husband: 

5. Avoid discussing the infertility issue with others:
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Esha Gupta, in a chiffon saree, is making us drool

Esha Gupta is an absolute fashionista. The actor keeps slaying fashion goals

on a daily basis – be it a casual attire or an ethnic ensemble. A day back, Esha

shared yet another slew of pictures of herself from one of her recent fashion

photoshoots and it is giving us major cues on how to merge style and class

into a stunning outfit.(Instagram/@egupta)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST

Esha played muse to fashion designer Rohit Bal and picked a white chiffon

saree for the pictures.(Instagram/@egupta)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST

Esha’s chiffon saree came intricately detailed in red, green and black floral

patterns. She paired it with a midriff-baring golden sequined sleeveless blouse.

(Instagram/@egupta)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST

Styled by fashion stylist Chandini Whabi, Esha accessorised her look with

emerald stone-studded choker and ear studs. She wore her tresses into a clean

bun and added fresh flowers to it.(Instagram/@egupta)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST

Esha decked up in nude eyeshadow, black winged eyeliner, mascara-laden

eyelashes, drawn eyebrows, contoured cheeks and a shade of nude lipstick.

(Instagram/@chandiniw)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST

Esha’s saree diaries are a treat for sore eyes. Here’s a picture of Esha looking

ravishing in a red, pink and ochre block-printed chiffon saree.

(Instagram/@egupta)

Updated on Apr 19, 2022
11:15 AM IST
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From struggling to trust the other person to finding the right vibe to
connect, here are a few insights on why we struggle in making new
friendships after reaching adulthood.

Struggles of making friends as adults: Expert offers insights(Unsplash)

Published on Apr 18, 2022 11:11 AM IST

Struggles of making friends as adults: Expert offers
insights

By Tapatrisha Das, Delhi

Friendships form the foundation of every relationship. The bonding shared
by two people, the camaraderie which makes you get emotionally attached
to the other person, and mostly having that one person who you can run to
during all the difficult times. Friendships are beautiful – friends make you
happy, they lend you their shoulders to cry in tough times and they go
lengths to make sure that you are fine. However, with age, our friends
circle also fades away in most cases. During childhood, we faced the least
difficulty in making friends, but as we grow up, it becomes increasingly
difficult to find the ones who matches our vibe.

Advertisement

ALSO READ: Do we really expect people to be honest with us?

Psychologist Nicole LePera addressed the issue of the struggles of
making and keeping adult friendship in a new Instagram post a few days
back. She pointed out the reasons why it becomes difficult for us to make
new friends after we have become adults.
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 – When we have reached adulthood and most of our
friends have got married and have a family with their kids, they often
assume that the ones with no children yet are always free. Hence, they
struggle to connect or find a common ground to have a good time.

 – Finding new people takes a long process. Getting to
know them and finally trusting them to not leave and be honest with us is
another long process which requires immense efforts and struggles from
both ends.

 – In adulthood, we are always on the
lookout for people who can support us, know our struggles, respect them
and walk the road together. At this age, we are no more interested to hit
the pubs, as much we are interested in healing ourselves and reaching our
goals.

Advertisement

 – We often believe that the socialisation of
the culture depends on drinking with friends. And, when you don’t feel like
drinking, you struggle more to connect with people.

 – We have passed that age when gossips, drama made
us happy. Now we are not looking for friendships that tear each other
down, instead we are looking for companions to build each other up.

 – we no longer have the energy to start from scratch with
other person and make new connections. Hence, it becomes more difficult
to make new friendships.
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Kubbra Sait in yellow salwar set is all about sunshine
and all things bright

The bold and beautiful Kubbra Sait is not afraid of exploring different roles as

well as experimenting with her looks. From fancy dresses to traditional wears,

the actor can pull off any outfit that she dons and her Instagram handle says it

all. In her recent social media stills, Kubbra can be seen grabbing eyeballs in a

yellow embroidered salwar set.(Instagram/@kubbrasait)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST

Kubbra Sait teamed her traditional look with statement earrings and a bracelet

set and wore bronze makeup.(Instagram/@kubbrasait)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST

Kubbra Sait captioned her post, "If you have GOOD THOUGHTS they will

SHINE out of your face like SUNBEAMS and you will always look LOVELY. -

Roald Dahl (I googled his spelling).."(Instagram/@kubbrasait)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST

Known for her impeccable fashion choices, Kubbra Sait was earlier spotted

wearing a fancy thigh-high slit flowy dress by designer Neeta Lulla for a

photoshoot.(Instagram/@who_wore_what_when)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST

Acing the casual blue look, Kubbra Sait flaunted her flexible body through this

posture.(Instagram/@kubbrasait)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST

In another Instagram post, Kubbra Sait was seen wearing a blue printed shirt

dress from the clothing line Notebook.(Instagram/@kubbrasait)

Published on Apr 19,
2022 10:09 AM IST
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